History Curriculum Overview - 7/8/9
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Year 8
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Year 9

History

Students complete
a series of lessons
on historical skills
such as
chronology and
using evidence.
We also look at
the importance of
History.

BfL &
LAL
This unit will analyse the causes Africa before slavery: The Mali empire and Mansa Musa. Tackling
and key events of the English
misconceptions about Africa.
The
Civil War. This will culminate in Transatlantic slave trade: The beginnings of trade in the C16th and
analysis of interpretations and the development of triangular trade. Students will learn about
historical sources about Oliver conditions on the middle passage using sources. They will
Cormwell and his leadership.
investigate life in plantations and discover how enslaved people
resisted.
The
end of the slave trade in Britain: An enquiry into the campaigns
and events that led to the end of the slave trade. Analysing factors
and importance. The work of individuals such as Oulaudah
Equiano will be included in this. Followed by the aftermath of the
slave trade and Windrush.
BfL &
CfCs
LAL
Changes in British Society: The start of the year will focus on some major changes in Britain through
a series of enquiries: How and why did Britain become multi-cultural by the C20th? Why was
abortion legalised? Why was homosexuality decriminalised? Why have drugs been made illegal?
Why was the domestic violence act passed in 1976?
Aftermath of WW1: Treaty of Versailles and the rise of Hitler.
Life in Nazi Germany: life for women, children and minorities. This includes the Holocaust.
CfCs

BfL &
LAL

BfL & LAL

The Saxons: Students will learn about the Saxons through the lens of crime and
punishment (pre 1066 study).
Norman Conquest and the Battle of Hastings: A series of enquiries regarding the
Battle of Hasting and how William secured control of the country through the
Domesday book, feudal system and his use of castles.

Spring 2

Medieval History: Analysing the power struggles that took place in the
Middle Ages between the monarchy and the church, and the monarchy
and their people. Students will study the role of the church, Thomas
Becket and Henry II, King John and the Peasants Revolt.

BfL &
LAL
The Industrial Revolution: This unit will begin with an overview of this
period. Students will then study how everyday life changed for people
during this period of time by studying food, work, living conditions,
disease, travel, key inventors, the development of trains and political
protests. We will complete a local study on Cornwall during this period.
Students will complete a case study on Whitechapel in the C19th which
links to their previous unit on the Industrial Revolution. This also links to
our GCSE paper 1 Crime and Punishment.
Depending upon the length of this term, this unit may go into the
summer term.
BfL &
LAL
Britain in WW2: With a focus on the lives of people in Britain and how
they were affected by the war. For example, rationing, evacuation, work,
the Blitz and propaganda.
The key events of WW2: Students will compare Dunkirk, The Battle of
Britain, Stalingrad, D-Day, Pearl Harbor and the bombing of Hiroshima to
develop the skill of analysing significance.
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Summer 1

Summer 2
BfL &
LAL

Tudor England: Richard III and contrasting interpretations of him as a
monarch. Followed by, Henry VIII and the English reformation and its
impact. Analysis of the Tudor Monarchs and the changes in society at
this time.

BfL &
LAL
C20th
overview
and
revolutionary
C20th overview and revolutionary actions: The Suffragettes with an
actions:
Students
be answering
investigation into the actions of Emily
Davison.
Thiswill
is followed
by ana
series
of enquiry
questions; what was
investigation into the causes of the
Russian
Revolution.
Britain
start of theFocus
C20th?
WW1: Causes of WW1, recruitment
andlike
life at
in the Trenches.
Howempire
did women
get with
the vote?
Why
on contributions made by the British
in WW1
analysis
of
the significance contributions made
India,
Canada andinAustralia.
wasby
there
a revolution
Russia in
1917? Why did men join up at the
start of WW1? What contribution did
the empire make the the war effort?

BfL &
LAL
The Cold War: The aftermath of WW2 and concepts such as Communism
and Capitalism. This unit will begin with an overview of the arms race
and the space race. This will be followed by the Berlin blockade and
airlift, Cuban Missile Crisis, assassination of JFK, the first man on the
moon and the war in Vietnam.

Curriculum Enrichment Week

Year 7

CfCs

Spring 1

Curriculum Enrichment Week
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Autumn 2

Curriculum Enrichment Week

Autumn 1
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Year 10
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Autumn 2
CfCs

Unit 1: Crime and Punishment: This covers crime, punishment and policing from the Saxon period to
the modern day. We teach this thematically and chronologically. For example policing and
punishment through time across all time periods. Followed by the changing nature of Crime from
100AD-present day.
Case studies:
The Gunpowder plot, witchcraft in the C17th, Tolpuddle Martyrs, Pentonville prison and
conscientious objection in WW1 and WW2.
Whitechapel (historic
environment): Analyses the historical context of Whitechapel and the Jack the Ripper murders.

CfCs &
Grades

Germany 1918-39 continued…
193339: the lives of women, young people and
minorities. Control through fear and
propaganda and the use of terror to control
the people. The economy and whether people
were better off under the Nazi regime.
Year 11

History

BfL &
Grades

Rep & Grades

Spring 1

Spring 2
CfCs

Summer 1

BfL &
Grades

Elizabeth 1558-1588: This GCSE unit covers three topics; Elizabeth's early
problems and threats from abroad. This includes the religious settlement
of 1559, the Revolt of the Northern Earls, Elizabeth's relationship with
Mary Queen of Scots and threats from France and Spain.
Topic 2: War in the Netherlands and the increasing tensions between
Elizabeth and Philip II of Spain.
Topic 3:
Life and leisure in Elizabethan England, exploration and the colonisation
of Virginia.

CfCs &
Grades

Summer 2
BfL &
Report

Germany 1918-39: This unit is taught chronologically.
191823: the struggles of the Weimar Republic including the aftermath of
WW1, Treaty of Versailles, political uprisings, hyperinflation and the
Munich Putsch.
1924-29: The
recovery of the Republic under Stresemann and the reorganisation of
the Nazi Party.
1929-33: Hitler's rise to
power
1933-34: Hitler's
consolidation of power and the creation of a dictatorship.

Work Experience Week

Autumn 1

BfL &
Grades

Cold War 1941-1991
Students spend this time completing PPEs and revising ther materials and exam
Topic 1 1941-1958: The origins of the Cold War - this includes the ideological techniques we learnt in Year 10.
differences between the superpowers, the Truman doctrine, Marshall plan,
Berlin crisis, formation of NATO, Warsaw Pact and Hungarian Uprising.
Topic 2 1958-1970: Berlin Wall, Cuban missile crisis and the Soviet invasion of
Czechoslovakia.
Topic 3:
1970-1991: Attempts to reduce tensions between the East and the West SALT 1 and SALT 2, Gorbachev's 'New Thinking', the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan, the collapse of the Soviet Union in europe including the collapse
of the Berlin Wall and and the end of the Warsaw Pact and the Cold War.
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